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Example Genre Find identifying 
information on 
biographies from words 
or phrases in illustrated 
books or word/phrase 
walls using physical 
activity

Sequence events in 
biographical sketches in 
illustrated books using 
graphic organizers or 
physical activity

Sort relevant from 
irrelevant biographical 
information in  
illustrated books using 
graphic organizers or 
physical activity

Compare/contrast 
biographical 
information of two 
persons in illustrated 
books using graphic 
organizers or physical 
activity

Synthesize biographical 
information of two 
persons from grade-
level material to form 
opinions on people

Biographies & 
autobiographies

Example Topic Match labels or identify 
facts from illustrations 
and phrases (e.g., “I 
see…,” “There is…”)

Identify language 
associated with fact in 
fiction or non-fiction 
illustrated paragraphs 
(e.g., “I know that…,” 
“It is true that…”)

Sort language associated 
with fact or opinion in 
fiction or non-fiction 
illustrated text (e.g., 
“I think that...,” “We 
believe that…,” “It 
could be...”)

Differentiate between 
statements of fact 
and opinion found 
in various illustrated 
reading selections

Identify authors’ 
purpose associated 
with fact or opinion in 
fiction or non-fiction 
from grade-level text

Fact or opinion  

Fluency 
strategies

Use cues for sounding 
out unfamiliar words 
with accompanying 
visuals

Match visually 
supported context cues 
with statements to find 
meaning and facilitate 
fluency

Show how to use 
punctuation cues to 
facilitate expression and 
fluency with visually 
supported text

Identify self-monitoring 
and self-correcting 
strategies to increase 
fluency with visually 
supported text

Apply strategies 
to adjust pace and 
expression while reading 
orally
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Example Genre Respond to illustrated 
events using words or 
phrases based on models 
in round tables with 
peers

List illustrated events 
using phrases or short 
sentences based on 
models in round tables 
with peers

Describe a series of 
illustrated events using 
related sentences in 
narrative form based on 
models in round tables 
with peers

Narrate a series of 
illustrated events using 
paragraph transitions in 
narrative form based on 
models and peer edits

Produce grade-level 
narrative stories or 
reports using process 
writing

Narratives

Example Topic Produce personal word/
phrase lists from labeled 
pictures and check with 
a partner for edits and 
revision

Create phrases/short 
sentences from models 
and check with a 
partner for edits and 
revision

Edit and revise 
guided writing (e.g., 
for conventions and 
structures) based on 
teacher feedback

Edit and revise writing 
(e.g., using word 
processing or rubrics) 
based on class or peer 
reviews

Self-assess to edit 
and revise writing to 
produce final draftsEditing & 

revising

ELP Standard 2: The Language of Language Arts, Formative Framework




